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Press Release – Stockholm, March 8, 2018 
 

Now is the time to send in your presentation proposals to this year’s 
Embedded Conference Scandinavia 
 
Organizers of the renowned Embedded Conference Scandinavia (ECS) now present their Call for 
Papers for this year’s conference held November 6-7 at Kistamässan in Stockholm, Sweden. 
Companies and speakers in the industry are welcome to submit their abstracts by May 18. 
Presentations with a high technical level will be prioritized.  
 
Like last year ECS has a conference committee responsible for putting the program together and 
review all abstracts submitted. The committee, which has not yet been completely finalized, will 
consist of representatives from both industry and academy and will be led by Dr Ulf Bodin, Associate 
Professor and Head of Division EISLAB (Embedded Internet Systems LAB) at Luleå University of 
Technology. 
 

- Last year we were sent a record breaking number of abstracts to choose between and the 
conference ended up being very exciting and extensive. We look forward to the same quality 
of the proposals again and aim for another excellent program, says Ulf Bodin. 

 
Embedded Conference Scandinavia 2018 will revolve around the following three focus areas but 
other technically interesting abstracts are of course welcome, too: 
 
Embedded Software: Operating Systems, Open Source Software, Machine Learning, Security, Tools 
and methods, Test and verification 
Hardware Solutions: FPGA and SoC solutions, COTS platforms, Adapted System Solutions, Low Power 
Solutions and processors, Test and verification 
IoT, Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) & Security: Infrastructure, Networks and Sensors 
 
Please take a look at our Call for Papers here >> 
 
About Embedded Conference Scandinavia (ECS): 
ECS was initiated in 2006 by the Swedish Electronics Trade Association and has over the years 
developed into Europe’s largest embedded conference. The two-day event which now attracts some 
2,000 delegates from 25 countries consists of a conference with six different tracks and some 80 
presentations as well as an important exhibition with about 90 leading embedded organizations. 
 
For more information:   
Please visit www.embeddedconference.se or contact Ulf Bodin, ulf.bodin@ltu.se,  
+46 (0)70-579 55 19 or Anna Weilemar, anna.weilemar@bramassor.se, +46 (0)739-58 13 53 
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